Electric passenger flight is one of the most exciting, disruptive, new technologies on the verge of coming to market. There is a potential to reduce emissions and increase comfort to hundreds of millions of airline passengers across the world, not the mention, substantial growth in profitability and efficiency to the world’s largest airline companies. Wright Electric, an electric aircraft startup based in Los Angeles, has the goal to have every short distance flight be zero-emissions in the next twenty years by developing an electric-powered, commercial airplane using electric propulsion and swappable battery packs.

In support of this goal, our team is focusing on two distinct project prototypes: autonomous takeoff, flight, and landing of an RC plane and a ground based distributed electric propulsion system.

The data below displays the GPS uncertainty during a manual test flight, in order to qualify the accuracy of the sensor package.

The figure below shows the actual route followed by Wilbur as it autonomously executed a pre-programmed flight path.
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